	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  

Covering Controversial Topics: Journalists will take a look at

topics and coverage that may be controversial and learn how to
make sure they are being objective, within the law, sensitive
and thorough. The unit will also help journalists work with
administrators and advisers when controversy arises.

How do you cover sensitive topics in this "go along to get along"
world? At a time when administrators – and the public – are obsessed
with public relations and not at all concerned about free expression,
how do you report anything that can be controversial? This unit can
show the way.

Syllabus for Covering Controversy
Beyond the world of Glee. Beyond the world of Dancing. Beyond the
Simpsons. Beyond these fan favorites is the real world. The world, that if
reported in a growing number of high school media, attracts controversy: A
world that begs to be reported.
Reporting this world requires several important steps: Story identification,
story planning, information gathering, source development and story
coaching throughout the writing, editing and presentation process. Also
include a working knowledge of law and ethics to ensure professional and
responsible reporting. And another thing: The best way to cover this topic is
thoroughly, and that means views come only after the news.
We do this because our various publics have a right to know.
Opening classes
• Introductions

• Controversy is in the eye of the beholder
• Brief comments on last year’s publication, its strengths and weaknesses
and what you would change in terms of coverage. What were your best
stories….and why?
• A look at what can and should be reported in high school publications
• Developing a newsgathering process, from idea to sources to completion
• Talk about the week’s agenda and expectations

Assignment: Bring at least five depth or extended story ideas
to explore, including suggestions for sources and how to
localize. Give consideration to potential roles for high school
media

Continuing/ongoing
• Brainstorming for story ideas, approaches and sources
• Types of objective coverage (depth, feature and packaged, visual reporting)
• Types of subjective coverage (edits vs. column; contents pages)
• Basic understanding and application of media law and ethics
• Reporting styles: feature, depth, narrative, anecdotal, computer assisted
reporting, sidebars, infographics, computer links
• Basics of information gathering
• Use of specific types of Internet research
• Various exercises and applications

Research and story planning
• Development and planning of three ideas
• Resarch techniques and process
• Information credibility and reliability of sources
• Source identification; anonymous sources

Real situations
• Discussion of story ideas
• Coaching discussion about ideas and research
• Interschool cooperation and story planning
• Outlining of story coverage and development of editorial on one of the
topics
• Applying the theories, including conducting interviews
• Developing policies for handling controversy with responsibility to the
truth; sources to assist in this development

Packaging
• Discussion of story packaging
• Design fitting the content
• Which media best tell the story
• Plusses and minuses of color, multimedia, information presentation

Assignment: Compile a package of approaches (possibly
policies, action plans, educational materials and arguments, etc)
to convince your administration, faculty, adviser, parents and
community and other staffers why aggressive sound reporting
practices are in their best interest .

